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Introduction
Various endodontic instruments and techniques have been
proposed for cleaning and shaping root canal systems. However, the
creation of a continuously tapering conical form, the maintenance
of the original canal shape and position of the root canal and apical
foramen are still difficult, not always predictable, especially in curved
canals [1]. In fact, the morphology and the curvatures of the root canal
systems vary significantly and these factors provide great challenges
for clinicians [2]. Severe apical curvatures, or even double ones,
are obviously a stressful and dangerous anatomy for Ni-Ti rotary
instruments, with an increased risk of intra-canal failure; not only
separations, but ledges too. Furthermore, apical abrupt curvatures are
not always visible radiographically, but can be encountered very often,
especially when two canals join [3].
Root curvature is a frequent occurrence in the human dentition,
being one of the various anatomical complexities characterizing the
root canal system, and introduces factors that, if not properly controlled
during canal preparation, may lead to undesirable technical results [4].
The parameters radius and angle of curvature, as defined by Pruett, et al.
[5], are generally employed to describe the geometrical characteristics
of curved root canals. The radius of curvature describes, for canals with
the same angle of curvature, how abrupt is the canal deviation from a
straight line: the smaller the curvature radius, the more abrupt the canal
deviation. Abrupt curvatures, especially those localized in the apical
one-third, present the greatest difficulty because they do not allow
much alteration of the curvature radius via canal coronal enlargement,
since their influence is expressed through a very short lever arm [6].
On the other hand, the damage done in an instrument depends on the
root canal shape, which is inherent to the canal considered and can
be irregular. Indeed, the amount of strain in the file depends directly
on the geometry of the root canal [7]. Therefore, when an endodontic
Ni-Ti rotary instrument has to shape root canals with severe or double
curvature, it encounters high difficulties. In fact, in these particular
situations, the phenomenon of rotary-translation stresses endodontic
instruments through torsional fatigue, making very difficult to obtain
optimal results [8]. In this paper we report examples of teeth with
particularly abrupt curvatures, to explain what is the behavior of an
endodontic instrument in similar cases and to propose a clinical
protocol, in order to manage the difficulties the clinician could face in
everyday practice.

Material and methods
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Our approach, when we have to face a root canal with a severe
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curvature, is the following. It is important to recognize in advance
the peculiarity of the anatomy of root canal system, in order to adopt
the correct strategy to clean and shape every part of the canals. First
of all, we have to obtain a perfect isolation of the tooth and open the
pulp chamber trying to save as much tooth tissue is possible, but so
as we can properly locate root canals. Then, we use a SS instrument
not trying to get to the apex, but just to make a scouting of the canal
and get a preliminary working length (WL). When we feel the first
resistance into the canal, we abandon the manual instrument and start
with the mechanical instrumentation, up to the preliminary WL just
established with SS K file #10. Then, we go back to the SS K file (#08,
#10), now in order to arrive to the apical foramen. If it is possible, we
have got a glide path for the mechanical finishing ready to come. In
this phase, it is advisable to use Ni-Ti rotary instruments with very low
speed values (150 rpm), maintaining high values of torque. The reason
of the importance of working with low speed is the possibility to bypass
the effect of the phenomenon of rotary-translation on mechanical
instruments. In fact, the more we maintain a low speed rotation, the
more rotary-translation’s effects are minimal, allowing instruments
to go forward, before binding dentin walls. Instead, if with an SS file,
after an early enlargement of both coronal and medium one third, we
are not able to easily gain the apex, we have to give up. Probably, in
these situations, there is a second apical curvature, thus the possibility
to make a mistake using SS files. This is the reason why, in these cases,
we rotate Ni-Ti instruments manually, in order to ultimate root canal
shaping up to the foramen. In fact, using Ni-Ti rotary instruments
manually, we apply minimum values of speed, anticipating rotary
translation and reducing instruments’ impact on root canal’s walls.
So, preventing friction due to impact, we reduce one of the reasons
which contrast instruments’ advancement. We report some examples
of our just mentioned clinical approach. As we can see from the
preliminary endo-oral radiography, this is a case of a first mandibular
premolar, which presents a particularly abrupt curvature, going mesial
to distal, in its apical one-third (Figure 1); first of all, after eliminating
the calcification in the coronal one third, we sound the canal with
an SS K file #10, but it can’t reach the apex because of the important
root canal’s radius of curvature. So, after a preliminary mechanical
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enlargement, using low speed value (150 rpm), we start to use NiTi rotary instruments manually rotated, in order to overcome the
anatomical complexity. Now, as we can see in the following endo-oral
radiography, a Ni-Ti rotary instrument 15.05 taper (manually rotated),
can go through the curvature up to the WL (Figure 2). After completing
the mechanical instrumentation, we make endo-oral radiography
with the corresponding carrier-based obturator inserted in the canal
(Figure 3). Now, the double-curvature present in the apical one-third is
completely filled. Finally, in the last endo-oral radiography, we report
the complete coronal restauration, and how the periapical translucency
vanished (Figure 4). With this clinical protocol we are able to clean,
both with mechanical instrumentation and irrigation, and shape a
very complex root canal such the one reported is. Another example
of our clinical approach is that of the first maxillary molar represented
in preliminary endo-oral radiography (Figure 5). Since from the
preliminary endo-oral radiography we can see that also this tooth
presents a severe curvature, going mesial to distal, in the apical onethird of its Mesial-Buccal (MB) root. The clinical protocol adopted is
the same as the previous case and, after an initial difficulty, it is possible

Figure 1. Shows the preliminary image of a first mandibular premolar with a severe apical
curvature.

Figure 2. We can see a Ni-Ti rotary instrument, #15.05 taper, manually driven up to the
working length.

Figure 3. Root canal filled. Note the apical double-curvature.
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to clean and shape even the MB root in order to completely fill the root
canal. In fact, we can observe the corresponding gutta-percha cones
inserted in each canal (Figure 6). As we can see, the GP cone fitting
the MB root canal has perfectly reached the working length and we are
now ready to fill the root canal system (Figure 7). Furthermore, we can
observe another case of a second maxillary premolar with a particular
root canal anatomy (Figure 8). In case like this, it is very difficult to
reach working length with a SS manual instrument. In fact, we proceed
with a mechanical Ni-Ti instrumentation with very low values of speed,
and we are able to go through the entire length of root canal, finishing
strictly manually (Figure 9). Finally, root canal filling indicates the
quality of this approach, effective and respectful of root canal anatomy
(Figure 10).

Discussion and conclusion
As we know from the findings of other authors [9-13] root canal
geometry determines the fatigue behavior of Ni-Ti rotary instruments
in clinical use, because the stress level they reach depend on the
curvature radius of the canal and on the diameter of the file at its
maximum bending point. Increased severity in the angle and radius of

Figure 4. There is the tooth after coronal restauration.

Figure 5. Represents the preliminary radiography of a first maxillary molar.

Figure 6. Shows the proof of gutta-percha cones.
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instruments that resist fracture longer in such complex curvatures [3].
As reported in our previous work [8] the effect of rotary-translation
opposes to the progression of endodontic instruments, in particular
when there is a curvature. If the curvature is minimal, and the radius
of curvature is not particularly strict, this phenomenon becomes quite
negligible. While, if the radius of curvature is more prominent, the
effect of rotary-translation increases, as well as friction and torsion.

Figure 7. We can see the complete filling of root canal system.

Figure 8. Preliminary endo-oral radiography of a maxillary second premolar.

Ni-Ti rotary instruments must be so flexible to permit the clinician
to use them safely even in those unexpected apical abrupt curvatures.
Both cross-sectional area and file design (influencing stress distribution
during load) may affect an instrument’s resistance to fracture when
subjected to flexural and torsional load [3]. Larger tapered Ni-Ti
rotary endodontic files should not be considered to be safer or more
resistant during clinical use. In fact, these files, when employed to
shape curved root canals, will fracture after fewer stress cycles than the
smaller tapered ones. This observation suggests that an early discard
of the larger tapered instruments may ensure greater efficiency and
safety in clinical procedures [4]. This is due to the fact that when an
instrument rotates in a curved root canal, any points within it in the
segment subjected to the maximum stress, except those in the center
(neutral axis), are subjected to repeated tensile or compressive strains.
The farther away from the central axis, the greater the imposed strain at
that point [15]. This explains why instruments of a larger diameter are
affected by fatigue more than smaller ones [16].
In conclusion, we have seen how many difficulties every clinical
operator can encounter during the instrumentation of a particularly
abrupt root canal, and how easy is to cause a fracture. So, we provide
some simple and fundamental advices, in order to manage even the
most difficult situation.
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